Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Powerful quantum computing requires complex quantum processes as support. However, complex quantum processes also produce noise errors. Such noise error is a major obstacle to many quantum systems and requires different error correction techniques^[@CR1],[@CR2]^ to achieve fault tolerance^[@CR3]--[@CR6]^. Many current experimental efforts are aimed at precisely controlling the quantum systems to achieve scalable quantum error correction and to demonstrate the advantages of quantum computing.

However, there are two main challenges in characterizing noise errors: (1) the noise error depends on the choice of input state, and (2) non-ideal operations and measurements used in the quantum system can cause noise errors. Quantum process tomography^[@CR7]--[@CR9]^ can be generally used to characterize noise errors, but it is ineffective for large numbers of qubits and is sensitive to state preparation and measurement errors (SPAM)^[@CR10]^.

One efficient method of characterizing noise by estimating the average fidelity. Moreover, the stochastic noise can be tailored by a randomized compiling technique previously proposed in refs ^[@CR11],[@CR12]^. However, these proposals have specific limitations that our technique circumvents. The technique in ref.^[@CR11]^ does not consider non-Clifford gates, whereas our generalized technique does. In ref.^[@CR12]^, the quantum gates were divided into easy and hard gate sets. They tailored the noise of an easy gate (one single-qubit gate) into stochastic Pauli noise using Pauli operators uniformly chosen from the unitary 1-design. (from the perspective of their quantum circuit design approach, the method of tailored noise is actually the unitary 2-design for twirling of the noisy channel.) In particular, the technique in ref.^[@CR12]^ is a special case of our technique when we set *t* = 1. In near-term applications of quantum computation without quantum error correction, our technique of tailored noise provides a guarantee for the construction of quantum circuits. In the long term, increasingly more quantum devices are being packaged for specific functions in fault-tolerant quantum computers, and stochastic noise estimation for large-scale quantum systems is becoming more important.

In this paper, we propose a method whereby the twirled noise of a quantum channel via a unitary 2*t*-design can be tailored into stochastic noise. We then prove that local random circuits^[@CR13],[@CR14]^ over the Clifford group for twirled separable noisy channel can be used to construct an exact unitary 2*t*-design. In addition, our method is robust against gate-dependent errors. The tailored noise via unitary 2*t*-designs brings three major advantages. First, we can use average fidelity^[@CR15]^ to characterize the stochastic noise. This provides an accurate estimate of the diamond distance from the identity^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Second, the average fidelity of the stochastic noise can be directly estimated by randomized benchmarking^[@CR18]--[@CR25]^ via unitary 2*t*-designs. It can be performed in advance efficiently on a classical computer or through fast control, which imposes no extra experimental burden. Finally, the stochastic noise error as a coherent error providers more information than the Pauli stochastic error of a single qubit.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

We begin by considering a *d*^*tn*^-dimensional *t*-tensor product completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) channel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$. The above model can be used to characterize the corresponding properties of *t* experiments with coherent measurements. For Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it is a more general model whereby the *t*-tensor product CPTP channel can also be composed of *t* different *d*^*n*^-dimensional CPTP noisy channels Λ~*j*~ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j\in \{1,\ldots ,t\}$$\end{document}$. Here, *t* is mainly used to indicate which type of unitary 2*t*-design to use for twirling the noisy channel.

We define the superoperator representation of the noisy channel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{{\rm{\Lambda }}}}^{\otimes t}=\sum _{m,p=1}^{{d}^{n}}\,{A}_{p}^{\otimes t}\otimes {({A}_{m}^{\otimes t})}^{\ast }=(\sum _{p=1}^{{d}^{n}}\,\underset{j=1}{\overset{t}{\otimes }}{A}_{p,j})\otimes {(\sum _{m=1}^{{d}^{n}}\underset{i=1}{\overset{t}{\otimes }}{A}_{m,i})}^{\ast },$$\end{document}$$where \* denotes complex conjugation.

The advantage of such representation is that the cascade of any two noisy channels Λ~1~ and Λ~2~ corresponds to matrices multiplication, i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition of the unitary *t*-design {#Sec3}
------------------------------------

Then, we introduce a definition of the unitary *t*-design based on refs ^[@CR27]--[@CR29]^. In this paper, we use unitary 2*t*-design for twirling of a noisy channel according to the following definition, as defined below.
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{D}\,\sum _{i=1}^{D}\,{p}_{(t,t)}({U}_{i})={\int }_{{\mathscr{U}}({d}^{n})}\,{p}_{(t,t)}(U){\mu }_{Haar}(dU).$$\end{document}$$

Local random circuits {#Sec4}
---------------------

Finally, we introduce the method of local random circuits^[@CR13],[@CR14]^, which is an efficient scheme for constructing unitary *t*-design. In each step of the walk, an index *i* is chosen uniformly at random from the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{U}}({d}^{2})$$\end{document}$ is applied to the two neighboring qubits *i* and *i* + 1 (because of the finite number of qubits, we suppose the (*n* + 1)-th qubit as being equal to the 1-st qubit).

The operator *H*~*n*,*t*~ is a *d*^2*tn*^-dimensional quantum local Hamiltonian composed of n local subsystem operators *H*~*i*,*i*+1~ such that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The properties of local random circuits are as follows:(Periodic boundary conditions) The (n + 1)-th subsystem is identified with the first;(Zero ground-state energy) *λ*~*min*~(*H*~*n*,*t*~) = 0, with *λ*~*min*~(*H*~*n*,*t*~) being the minimum eigenvalue of *H*~*n*,*t*~;(Frustration-freeness) Every state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a physical example of local random circuits, we assume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U\in {\mathscr{U}}(4)$$\end{document}$ and that the matrix elements of each *U* must be algebraic. We introduce a physical construction^[@CR30]^ of parallel local random circuits on *n* qubits shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. At each step, we perform with probability 1/2 either the 'even' unitary operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${U}_{2,3}\otimes {U}_{4,5}\otimes \cdots \otimes {U}_{n-2,n-1}$$\end{document}$, where each *U*~*i*,*i*+1~ is uniformly randomly sampled from *U*. Starting in an 'even' configuration, applying instead an 'odd' operation can be accomplished by a shift operation, defined over the *n* input and two ancilla qubits 0 and *n* + 1, such that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}_{i,i+1}\in {\mathscr{U}}(4)$$\end{document}$ is the swap operation between qubits *i* and *i* + 1. Iterating the circuit in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} therefore produces a local random circuit.Figure 2One step in the parallel local random circuit construction. The shift gate *U*~*S*~ and its inverse are together either randomly applied or not applied, with the two-qubit unitary operations in between randomly sampled from the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec5}
=======

We propose a method using the unitary 2*t*-design for twirling of the noisy channel. The analysis for noisy channels can also be used for the analysis of the noise characterizing quantum gates. Therefore, we call this method noise tailoring for quantum circuits.

Here, we divide the quantum circuit into K rounds of quantum gates. We propose a method to tailor the noise of each round into stochastic noise via unitary 2*t*-designs. For the near term, it is a general method for characterizing the noise in a quantum circuit without quantum error correction. For the long term, many quantum circuits are being packaged for specific functions and given corresponding parameters. We need to estimate the noise between such devices. The method via unitary 2*t*-designs for twirling of the noise is an efficient scheme for estimating the stochastic noise for large-scale quantum circuits.

We begin by proposing the method for twirling the noisy channel via a unitary 2*t*-design. We define a unitary 2*t*-design for the twirling of a noisy channel shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{\Lambda }}}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$ via a unitary 2*t*-design. (**b**) The corresponding simplified model. The shaded square represents the *t*-tensor product complex conjugate transpose of the corresponding unitary operator.

Compiled quantum circuits via unitary 2*t*-designs {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

In Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, an original circuit is composed of *K* rounds of the quantum circuit and the corresponding noise. Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{k}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$ is with respect to the *k*-th *t*-tensor product quantum circuit and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{\Lambda }}}_{k}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$ is the corresponding noise. Following the method of twirled noise using unitary 2*t*-designs, we can tailor the noise of each round of the quantum circuits into the stochastic noise. Compared with the division of easy and hard gates, it is a more flexible method.Figure 4(**a**) Model of an original circuit that is arranged into cycles wherein each cycle consists of a round of the specified circuit and a round of the corresponding noise. (**b**) Model of a circuit wherein unitary operators chosen from the unitary 2*t*-design for the twirling of noise inserted at both ends of the corresponding noise of the gates.

We now specify how to compile the target circuit in the above form to tailor the noise into an effective stochastic noise. The *k*-th round of the corresponding noise can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{\Lambda }}}_{k}^{\otimes t}({\rho }_{0}^{\otimes t})=\sum _{p=1}^{{d}^{n}}\,{A}_{k,p}^{\otimes t}{\rho }_{0}^{\otimes t}{({A}_{k,p}^{\otimes t})}^{\dagger },$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{0}^{\otimes t}=|{\psi }_{0}{\rangle }^{\otimes t}\langle {\psi }_{0}{|}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$.

We propose a method to tailor noise using unitary 2*t*-designs, where the unitary operators shown in Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} should ideally be uniformly selected from the unitary 2*t*-design for each round of the target gate. Consequently, uniformly averaging over the unitary 2*t*-design for twirling the noise in each round reduces the noise in the *k*-th round to the tailored noise, i.e.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{0}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$. Because the unitary operators uniformly selected from the unitary 2*t*-design are independent of the fixed input density operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{0}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$, the expected noise over *D* experiments is exactly the tailored noise. The superoperator representation of the tailored noise can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{U}}_{k}^{\otimes t}={U}_{k}^{\otimes t}\otimes {({U}_{k}^{\ast })}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$. From the above equality, the tailored noise is not implemented in any given *K* rounds of quantum gates. Instead, it is the average over unitary 2*t*-designs. This method can be performed in conjunction with a classical computer or with fast control. Moreover, this fast control is exactly equivalent to the control required in quantum error correction and thus does not impose an additional experimental burden.

Robustness to gate-independent and gate-dependent noise {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------

Our first approach is that the method of unitary 2*t*-design for twirled noisy channel is applied to tailor the noise of each round of the quantum gates.

### **Theorem 1** {#FPar1}

*Uniformly sampling the unitary operators from a unitary* 2*t*-*design independently in each round tailors the noise of quantum gates into stochastic noise when the noise is gate independent*.

Theorem 1 establishes that the noise in each round can be exactly tailored into stochastic noise. In ref.^[@CR12]^, the authors use a Pauli operator randomly selected from the Pauli group to tailor the noise of each round of the corresponding quantum gate, which is a method using the unitary 2-design for twirling noise. However, the above method can only be applied to quantum circuits with a single-qubit gate. Here, we propose a more general method to tailor noise using the unitary 2*t*-design. We can use the construction of the unitary 2*t*-design to tailor any independent noise for large-scale quantum circuits. Moreover, the error of the estimation caused by pseudo-randomness is avoided.

Our second approach is to give a specific construction of the unitary 2*t*-design.

### **Theorem 2** {#FPar2}

*For any completely positive separable noisy channel*, *an exact unitary* 2*t*-*design for the twirling of channels can be constructed by local random circuits with a uniform Haar measure over the Clifford group*.

A unitary 2*t*-design is highly similar to a spherical 2*t*-design^[@CR31],[@CR32]^ in terms of the frame theory^[@CR29],[@CR33]^. Some constructions of spherical 2*t*-design can be used in the unitary 2*t*-design to tailor noise. Therefore, choosing a reasonable construction for unitary 2*t*-design to characterize noise is the key to solving this problem.

Theorem 2 shows a specific construction for unitary 2*t*-design. Local random circuits are easier to implement in experiments and avoid errors caused by constructing a specific set of unitary operators. Roughly speaking, randomized benchmarking is a special case for estimating the average fidelity using local random circuits over the Clifford group for twirling noise.

Our third approach is to give the relationship between the gate-dependent and gate-independent noise.

### **Theorem 3** {#FPar3}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{{\mathscr{C}}}}_{GI}^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$ *be the superoperator representation of two tailored circuits with K rounds of gate*-*dependent and gate*-*independent noise*, *respectively*. *Then*,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathbb{E}}}_{K:1}$$\end{document}$ *is with respect to expectations from K*-*th to first round*.

Note that the diamond norm of a superoperator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\parallel {\rm{\Delta }}{\parallel }_{\diamond }=\mathop{{\rm{\sup }}}\limits_{d}\,\parallel {\rm{\Delta }}\otimes {{\mathbb{I}}}_{d}{\parallel }_{1\to 1}.$$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$$p\to q$$\end{document}$ induced Schatten norm is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\parallel {\rm{\Delta }}(X){\parallel }_{1\to 1}={{\rm{\sup }}}_{X\ne 0}\,\tfrac{\parallel {\rm{\Delta }}(X){\parallel }_{p}}{\parallel X{\parallel }_{q}}$$\end{document}$. The diamond norm is generally used as the quantity to prove the fault-tolerance thresholds^[@CR35]^.

Theorem 3 establishes the robustness to gate-dependent and gate-independent noise in each round of the quantum circuit. In near-term applications without quantum error correction, the above theorem can be applied to characterize the noise for the entire quantum circuit. In the long term for applications with packaged quantum devices, the above theorem can be an important basis for quantum error correction. However, rigorously determining the bound would require estimating the gate-dependent noise, which is currently an open problem. In particular, if each round of a gate in a quantum circuit is an element in the set of local random circuits, the gate-dependent noise can also be tailored into the stochastic noise. For a large-scale quantum circuit that satisfies the above conditions, it can be estimated directly by the stochastic noise model.

Numerical Simulations {#Sec8}
=====================

Tailoring experimental noise into stochastic noise using unitary 2*t*-designs provides several dramatic advantages, which we now illustrate via numerical simulations. In our simulation, we assume *d* = 2, *n* = 2 and *t* = 2 for the four-qubit quantum circuits as a physical example. Because an arbitrary two-qubit unitary gate can be decomposed in terms of three CNOT (controlled-NOT) gates and corresponding single-qubit unitary gates^[@CR36]--[@CR39]^ shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, our simulations are all of four-qubit circuits with single-qubit unitary operations and CNOT gates shown in Fig. [6(a)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Such circuits are universal for quantum computation.Figure 5An arbitrary 2-qubit unitary gate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H={h}_{x}{\sigma }_{x}\otimes {\sigma }_{x}+{h}_{y}{\sigma }_{y}\otimes {\sigma }_{y}+{h}_{z}{\sigma }_{z}\otimes {\sigma }_{z}$$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi /4\ge {h}_{x}\ge {h}_{y}\ge |{h}_{z}|$$\end{document}$. It can also be decomposed in terms of three CNOT gates and eight single-qubit unitary gates.Figure 6Example of a 4-qubit gate-dependent noisy circuit. (**a**) The 4-qubit quantum circuit in the simulation is composed of K cycles of corresponding circuits. For the k-th cycle, there are 2-tensor product circuits, each composed of 3 CNOT gates and 8 single-qubit unitary gates. In the simulation, we let *K* = 20. (**b**) A part of the original circuit which represents the part in the dotted box of the circuit with corresponding gate-dependent noise. In the simulation, we perturb one of the eigenvectors of each gate by *e*^*iδ*^ for the single-qubit gates. For the CNOT gates, we add the phase to the corresponding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{|11}\rangle $$\end{document}$ state. (**c**) A part of the tailored circuit which represents the part in the dotted box in the circuit with twirled noise via unitary 4-designs. In the simulation, the unitary 4-designs are composed of local random circuits *U*~*Local*,*k*,*i*~ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\in \{1,\ldots ,7\}$$\end{document}$.

For our simulation, we add gate-dependent noise to each gate shown in Fig. [6(b)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, that is, we perturb one of the eigenvectors of each gate by *e*^*iδ*^. For single-qubit gates the choice of eigenvector is irrelevant, while for the CNOT gate, we add the phase to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{|11}\rangle $$\end{document}$ state. We then apply unitary 4-designs composed of local random circuits to tailor the noise shown in Fig. [6(c)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

We quantify the total noise in a noisy quantum circuit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathscr{C}}}_{ideal}$$\end{document}$ to a system initialized in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{|0}{\rangle }^{\otimes 4}$$\end{document}$ state. We do not maximize over states and measurements; rather, our results indicate the effect of noise under practical choices of preparations and measurements.

We perform two sets of numerical simulations to illustrate the properties. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that our technique introduces an improvement as the disturbance of the noise *δ* decreases. For the original circuits, each data point is the variational distance of 20 cycles of 2-tensor product of two-qubit unitary operations, each composed of three CNOT gates and eight randomly selected single-qubit unitary gates. For the tailored circuits, each data point is the variational distance between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Pr(j|{{\mathscr{C}}}_{noisy})$$\end{document}$ averaged over 1000 randomizations of the unitary 4-designs.Figure 7Plots of the error *ε* with respect to computational basis measurement outcomes in four-qubit original (blue hollow circles) and tailored (green diamonds) circuits. Each data point corresponds to an independent random circuit with 20 cycles, where we perturb one of the eigenvectors of each single-qubit gate by *e*^*iδ*^ and add the phase to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{|11}\rangle $$\end{document}$ state of the CNOT gate. The data points for the tailored noise correspond to an average over 1000 independent randomizations of the unitary 4-designs. The blue line and green line are the linear fit of the corresponding error points about the original and tailored circuits, respectively.

We take four tests, each as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, to obtain the properties of the mean-square errors about the original and tailored circuits. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that our technique make the change of total noise more stable. Therefore, tailored noise via unitary 2*t*-designs composed of local random circuits is an efficient method to characterize noise of quantum circuits.Table 1Main-square error of the original and tailored circuits.Mean-square error (10^−5^)test 1test 2test 3test 4Original circuits8.378.359.107.44Tailored circuits1.861.562.421.12

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

We have shown that arbitrary Markovian noise processes can be tailored into stochastic noise using unitary 2*t*-design for twirling noise. This technique can effectively estimate the coherent noise error for large-scale quantum circuits. Then, we proved that local random circuits over the Clifford group for twirled separable noisy channel can construct an exact unitary 2*t*-design. This method can be performed efficiently on a classical computer or with fast control with no additional experimental burden. Furthermore, our method of tailored noise is robust against gate-dependent errors. In particular, the gate-dependent noise in all but the final round can be tailored into stochastic noise.

A significant open problem is the construction of the unitary 2*t*-design. A unitary 2*t*-design is highly similar to a spherical 2*t*-design in terms of the Jamiolkowski isomorphism and the frame potential. We need to continue to study the use of spherical 2*t*-design to find a simpler construction method for unitary 2*t*-design.

Methods {#Sec10}
=======

Proof of Theorem 1 {#Sec11}
------------------

The average fidelity estimation is an efficient method for partially characterizing noise. The average fidelity of the *k*-th *d*^*tn*^-dimensional noise $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\{{U}_{k,i}\}}_{i=1}^{D}$$\end{document}$ for twirling the noisy channel to estimate the average fidelity, i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{\psi }_{0}{\rangle }^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$. The Eq. ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) is equal to Eq. ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}). It can be recognized in the experiment as the average fidelity by uniformly averaging over all unitary operators with a fixed input state instead of averaging over all input states.

From Schur's lemma^[@CR40]^, the *k*-th tailored noise can be expressed as a depolarizing channel, i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem 2 {#Sec12}
------------------

We consider a completely positive noisy channel composed of a linear mapping expressed as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }^{\otimes t}$$\end{document}$. Our approach is to prove that local random circuits with a uniform distribution over the Clifford group are exact unitary 2*t*-designs for the twirling of channels. Note that the generalized Pauli group $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{S}}\,L({d}^{tn})={\mathscr{C}}({d}^{tn})/{\mathscr{P}}({d}^{tn})$$\end{document}$^[@CR41]^.

We first define the superoperator representation of local random circuits as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In theory, we can prove local random circuits with uniform distribution over the Clifford group to construct an exact unitary 2*t*-design for the twirling of separable noisy channels as follows. In practice, we generally build parallel random unitary operators using the even and odd tensor products which we will not introduce in this paper (an introduction is given in ref.^[@CR30]^).
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Following the Eqs ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) and ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}), we obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem 3 {#Sec13}
------------------

We use the superoperator representation to represent the two tailored circuits $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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